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Libyan students quiet after bombing
By Jessica Snyder
College Press Service
"We have two, and they're not talking
to anyone," is how a woman answered
the phone at the University of
Colorado's International Student Center
last week.
The "two" they had were Libyan
students.
And by 3 p.m. on the day after the
American bombing of Libya,
phone-weary staffers no longer bothered
to wait to be asked the question they'd
answered too many times that day: "Do
you have any Libyan students we can
talk to?"
Meanwhile at Miami-Dade CC,
television camera crews prowled the
campus, and Miami Herald reporters
stopped students to ask if they even
remotely knew a Libyan.
As the nation's press descended on
college campuses in search of the
Libyan students' perspective, its quarry
stayed out of sight and administrators
threw a protective blanket of
confidentiality over the handful of

Students are complaining about the
newly built student condominium
complex, River Ridge.
Students have complained of
numerous architectual flaws in the unit,
some of which are costing students
extra money because the apartments are
inefficient.
One resident, who wishes to remain
anonymous for fear of possible
repercussions said, "They look good
now, when we moved in roads were
unfinished, we had no sidewalks and
not even any aluminum siding."

Now you see it...

Libyans still studying here.
Some Libyan students fear they're
being watched by fellow countrymen,
their American friends say.
Though none have complained of
personal harassment, friends and
advisors say some Libyan students fear
their families could have been caught in
the bombing.
American students, demonstrating their
support or opposition to the attack,
have been highly visible.
At
the
U n i v e r s i ty
of
Missouri-Columbia, both factions stood
their ground on the central pathway
through campus, much to the interest of
television crews and on-lookers.
Libyan students, however are hesitant
to air their views on the bombing. And
unlike the 1979 hostage crisis, when
Iranian students had to report their
presence to authorities, Libyan students
can choose to remain concealed.
And most have, says Charlene
Schmalt, a foreign student advisor at U
of M.
"I haven't seen one in about a year,"
she says of the three Libyans studying
there.

Students com plain in nearby com plex
By Rick Miles
News Editor

Who docked the rock?

The resident Dointed-out such flaws
as heating vents built into the ceilings,
(causing the heat to rise through the
roof), lack of soundproofing, saying
that the "floors and walls are as thin as
paper," and doors opening out instead
of in.
"Mice are also a problem," the
resident said.
Are the current residents content to
stay? "I don’t know of any of the
people living there how that are coming
back (to live there) next year," the
resident said.
The Lanthorn is currently looking
into this matter for more resident input.

See story pg2'

Wine-tasting courses may cost State $50 million
By Rodd Monts
Editor
& The College Press Service
EAST
L A N SIN G ,
Ml
--Transportaiton Secretary Elizabeth
Dole wants to know if the students in
Michigan State's wine-tasting course
swallow after they "swish" and, if so,
how much.
About $50 million in federal highway
funds depend on the answer.
Though the state of Michigan bars
people under 21 from drinking, MSU's
hotel and restaurant management course
allows minors to sample wine.
The federal government now wants to
know why Michigan and a few other

states exempt certain students and
college courses from their drinking
laws.
"We want assurances,” says Kathy
DeMeter of the Transportation
Department. "How are (exemptions)
enforced?
Can a keg party
be
exempted?"
The department has given Michigan
Gov. James Blanchard a deadline to
justify die college exemption.
"How can students learn wine making
and not taste the wine'’," asks MSU
Professor Joseph Koppel..
When Koppel received a concerned
call from Secretary Dole recently,
"everybody laughed," he said.
See W ine pg 2

Grand Valley students and faculty win state honor awards
Two Grand Valley State faculty
members and two students received
distinguished faculty and outstanding
student awards at the fifith annual
Awards Convocation of the Michigan
Association of Governing Boards of
Colleges and Universities (MAGB) held
earlier this month at the Kellogg
Center. Michigan State University
MAGB is an organization of college and
university trustees which annually
honors two outstanding students and
faculty members nominated by each of
Michigan's four-year public institutions

Donna E. Larson, associate professor
of nursing, and Faite R-P. Mack,
professor of education, received special
certificates at the convocation, along
with students Julie Blodgett and Kevin
Griffith.
Professor Larson joined the GVSC
faculty in 1978 and teaches both
undergraduate and graduate nursing
students. For the past several years, she
has developed expertise in the use of
computer technology in nursing
education.
She has written and
published several computer-assisted

instruction programs for nursing. She
is currendy the nursing education editor
for three professional journals.
Larson was surprised to win the
award, but felt it had some very positive
ramifications.
'It gives us more visiblitiy," Larson
said, "It verifies that good things do
happen at small places (colleges)."
Larson feels the GV nursing
program is comparable to any other in
the state
"I think it is the finest
program in the state. The students are
motivated and bright, " she said She

also feels that the instructors are among
the best in the state.
In 1983, Larson was recognized for
her nursing education contributions
when the Michigan Nurses’ Association
named her "Michigan Nurse Achiever of
the Year." Last year she traveled and
lectured throughout China as a member
of the "People-to-People Citizen
Ambassador Program."
She has also been writing nursing
software programs for a computer
corporation. "I've been developing
See Awurds pg 2
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Audio Club claims responsibility
By Bill Getty
Staff W riter
The rock. Some people call it a
tradition Grand Valley should be proud
of. Others call it child's play and
graffiti. Whatever point of view you
accept, the rock has been a part of
campus life at GVSC for some time.
Now, it has been returned to the earth
from which it. came. That's right,
BURIED ALIVE!
According to Dan Seely, audio club
advisor, the rock was originally a form
of protest for the student artists of
Thomas Jefferson College. They had

painted the rock elaborately and were
very ^disappointed when it was turned
into a "graffiti rock" in the mid-70's by
the Greek organizations on campus.
More recently, the rock has suffered
another change. In the fall Of '85 it was
moved from its location just north of
the Little Mac Bridge to the grassy area
east of Manitou Hall. Since this move
the area by the bridge has been improved
with bushes, shredded bark and a picnic
table.
Still, the rock’s change of location
angered a portion of the student body,
namely some of die Greek organizations
on campus. They are currendy planning

Wine
Grand Valley State also offers a wine
tasting course, under the title Liberal
Arts
268,
"Wine:
History,
Anthropology, Appreciation."
The course may be dropped next
semester because of the controversy that
has arisen.
GV student Carl Pollard, a 19-yearold sophomore, and LIB 268 student,
feels that the course makes no difference
as far as alcohol consumption among
minors.
"I don't think it will make a big
difference (whether students are under 21
or not). I don't think that people 19 are
more of a problem than people 21."
Pollard feels that the course is
educational, and students do not take the
course merely to abuse the right to drink
while still under the legal age.
He feel that "yes (students should be
allowed to lake the class) as long as it's
allowed on campus." As far as learning
is concerned, Pollard said, "We learn a
lot about wine. We learn the regions

where wines come from, how they're
made, the origin of wines and what wine
to drink with certain foods.”
As of October 1, the Transportation
Department will cut off five percent of
their 1987 highway funds ($50 million
in Michigan) to states that still allow
people under 21 to drink alcohol.
Even states that set the legal age at
21, but do not adequately enforce it can
be penalized, the Transportation
Department says.
For the time being, Michigan will
defend the wine-tasting course, says
Sheridan Rhodes, Deputy director of the
state’s Office of Highway Safety.
"But if the federal government held a
hard line, we could get the law
changed," he says.
Koppel has assured the state, when
formally tasting, he and students don't
even swallow.
"I tell my students that from the
throat down, it's social drinking, and
from the throat up, its's evaluating."

to petition the administration next year
for a new site for the rock according to
Rich Schraeger, GVSC program board
director and active student leader.
Apparently, the Greek organizations feel
very strongly about the value of the
rock for free expression of their ideas.
There is also another student group
which has strong opinions about the
value of the rock. The newly formed
audio club has issued the following
statement.
"We, the Audio Club, hereby claim
responsibility for the burial of 'the
rock'. As for our reasons, Freud once
said, 'all activities are sexually linked...'
never mind. Seriously, this is our
reason; During the recently held Student
Leadership Conference, we noticed that
the only things that were discussed, that
were seen as of important were trivial.
Such as the 'rock'. Other subjects were
only mentioned in passing, things that
would improve GVS life as a whole.
What does the rock have to offer campus
as a whole?"
They continue, "Maybe, we should
start looking at things that are worth
your and our time. The fact that we are
being pressured to write this letter is
absurd. Especially when things are
needed on this campus like freedom of
speech, truly student-run media, the
responsible use of alcohol on campus
and the general introduction to the real
world for the people who insist on
exerting their energies on a rock. For
our actions we are not sorry. For those
who actually miss the rock, we are truly
sorry! Please, feel free to levitate the
rock!"

That is their challenge to the people
on campus who are upset with the facL
that the rock is buried. President of the
audio club, Tom Orzechowski, attended
the Leadership Conference and feels that
there is a lack of community and
cooperation between the student
organizations on campus'.
He may be right. He offers this
suggestion to those who are saddened by
the burial, "If seven of us can bury it,
why can't seventy of you team up and
get it out.”
What does the future hold for the
rock? Except for very gradual chemical
weathering, not much is certain.
Perhaps someone will get a group
together and dig it up. But beware, the
audio club broke two shovels and a pick
axe digging its hole!
If no one sho\ysxan interest soon,
the trusty crew from the physical plant
will be over to finish the job. According
to Randy Drewry, grounds manager, the
plans are to cover and seed the area.
In all, the case of the disappearing
rock has a number of interesting
characters. It is far from a final solution.
In fact, the fun seems to be just getting
started. Someone should be in control of
all the burying though. It could get out
of hand.
p p n s K m § \m s

Awards
computer assisting programs, so that
nursing students and nurses can get
practice and some know how before they
get actual hands on experience," Larson
said.
She and husband Harold, a GV
physics professor, are planning to go to
Yugoslavia this summer on a teacher
exchange program. Mrs. Larson will
teach about computer assisted educauon.
Faite R-P. Mack, who came to
Grand Valley in 1972, is a professor of*
education and is also serving as acting
director of the School of Educauon. He

feet

is a recognized authority in the
diagnostic assessment of young
children.
He has been awarded
fellowships from the U.S. Department
of Education, the State of Illinois
Governor's Office, and the Educational
Policy Fellowship Program of the
National Institute of Education. Mack
has been awarded over $1,200,000 in
state and federal grants to establish
exemplary retraining programs for
in-service teachers.
His professional publications include
a book and many journal articles. He
has served as special education teacher in
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the Chicago Public Schools, consulting
school psychologist for various school
districts around the state, chief
evaluation and assessment coordinator
for compensatory services in the
Michigan Department of Education, and
visiting professor at Michigan State
University.
Julie Blodgett, an Honors Scholar, is
a senior from Sparta majoring in
physical therapy. She has maintained a
3.99 GPA at Grand Valley and was
highly rated by clinical physical therapy
instructors during her physical therapy
internships. She has spent many hours

ano
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in volunteer work with handicapped
children in her church and in physical
therapy activites.
Kevin Griffith is a senior English
major from Adrian. He is a Presidential
Scholar and has maintained a 3.80 GPA
both in Honors Program and in his
major field. His poetry has won the
Oiaenburg Writing Contest. He has
served as a feature and sports writer for
the L a n t h o r n , the GVSC student
newspaper, and has assisted beginning
writers as a tutor in the Writing Center.
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Counselor offers advice on upcoming finals
John Zaugra is a GV counselor, and
has offered this article in hopes of
preparing students for upcoming final
examinations.

By John Zaugra
Guest Writer
Preparation for final exams is not an
easy task.
It requires discipline,
m otivation,
c onfidence,
and
self-responsibility.
It also requires the personal
commitment of time to learn the course
content to perform on examinations.
Exam preparation, although demanding
of an individual's intellectual and
emotional energies, can be undertaken
with aplomb. Here are six suggestions
that will help in .preparation for your
final examination:
* Know vour strengths and
weaknesses. If you're having difficulty
with a particular type of math or science
concept, seek assistance from your
instructor or through the Academic
Resource Center (ARC).
Often, additional explanations about a
concept provide insight needed to clarify
a difficult or complex idea. Ask
yourself the quest ion: What do 1 need to

do to compensate for my weaknesses or
to enhance my strengths? Plan, then act
accordingly.
* Develop a study plan, imckmenl
it. and stick to it. Your study plan
should consist of an ample amount of
time to prepare comprehensively for
your finals. Establish goals, strategies
to implement them, and make a
commitment to achieving them.
Remember, there are one-hundred
sixty-eight hours in a week. Surely,
you can agree that the minimum of
forty hours weekly should be set aside
for intellectual development. Studying
requires time, effort, and organization.
* Be selective in what you're
studying. It's impossible to review
adequately twenty-five or thirty chapters
from a textbook for a final exam. This
difficult task compounds itself when the
requirements for studying for other
courses are taken into consideration.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to
suggest that "being selective" in what
you're studying is a useful strategy.
Review, study, and memorize those
concepts, principles, and supporting data
emphasized in class discussions and
lectures.
Try to distinguish between essential

needs to be accomplished.

and non-essential details, the critical
from the non-critical elements. These
strategies will enable you to gain a
better overall perception of your class
content rather than trying to study every
minute detail.
* Listen to what vour instructor savs
about the final exam. Listen for key
words and phrases, and the emphasis
placed on them.
Follow suggestions carefully and
listen for those concepts, principles, and
ideas which are identified. Remember,
instructors are there to help you. What
they have to say and what you hear
make a difference on how well you
perform on exams.
* Use a check system when you're
studying. Don't simply attempt to
memorize materials and class details.
Check yourself by writing on paper
what you have memorized and learned.
This pencil technique provides you with
two primary sources of information
about what you have studied.
First, it lets you know immediately
what has or has not been learned thereby
reinforcing your effort. And, second, it
helps you clearly articulate on paper
what you have studied.
By checking yourself, you'll know
what has been learned and what yet

* Take, ihe exitm calniix .and
confidently. You have prepared for your
exam, and are now seated comfortably in
the examination room. The exam is
distiibuted and you look at the first
question. Panic strikes! You don't
know or can't recall the answer What
happens next?
Take heart, there are several
suggestions to follow. If a difficult
question appears, skip it, go on to an
easier one. As you work through the
exam, information will be recalled,
thereby providing a basis for answering
difficult questions.
If you become anxious, takrc deep
breaths and remind yourself that you
prepared for the final exam and have the
ability to perform well on it.
Relax and don't allow yourself to
perform poorly when, in fact, you know
the answers.
The Career Planning and Counseling
Center is available to help any student
prepare for their final exams. Consider
this an invitation to stop in and see us.
Good Luck! Remember, your final
grade in any class is a reflection of your
efforts.

Contact Student Employment Office for referrals.
JOB OPENINGS ON CAMPUS
PRINT SHOP - Secretary, typing, filing, up to 25 hrs/wk.
Mini Print Operators - AM or PM's, will train.REG OR W/S
Bindery Operators - Lifting up to 50#, valid Mich, drivers
license. REG OR W/S
M i n i P rint S u p e r v i s o r - T r a i n i n g , S c h e d u l i n g , e x p . h e l p f u l
F I E L D H O U S E - L i f e g u a r d s , E q u i p m e n t Is sue W o r k e r s , We i g h t
R o o m a t t e n d a n t s . 'W/S ONLY.

Activities, ext.
Compensation for this position is
$3,000 per year. Letters of application
are due in the Student Activities Office
by May 2.

Friday, May 2, Theatre. "Plays
in Process." Free. Kirkhof Center
Studio Theatre, located in the basement

GVSC Faculty and Staff
An array of discount passes are
available for amusement parks, hotels,
and car rentals. Discount passes are free’
of charge and there’s no obligation.
Passes may be obtained at the
Personnel Office, 121 LSH, or call
-3215 for further information.

Friday, May 2, Lecture. - "Trends
in Social W elfare,” by Richard
Cloward, Community Health Services,
-

K students want there last checks
mailed to them they should sign their
time cards and leave a s^If-addressed
stamped envelope at the cashiers office.

r
i
i
i
i
i

PHYSICAL PLANT - 9AM-4PM f o r
Noon, o u t d o o r w o r k , l i t t e r

f i e l d l i n i n g w o r k , '7:30AM t o
p i c k u p , odd j o b s . REG OK W/s

MANY SIMMER JOBS -

R e c e p tio n is t,

C le ric a l,

~7Tesk C l e r k s , "Phvs i > a 1 P l a n t ,

and p a i n t i n g , 5 7 0 0 / h r .
F r e mo n t P u b l i c S c h o o l s - ( l e r i c a l
F r e m o n t g r a d u a t e s , 3. 5 0 - > 0 0 , / h r
LS F o r e s t S e r v i c e - B a l d w i n a r t - a
irk
ind Y d
or es t r v a id .
;
KAN!' RAP IP S 1'Y tip

*7lie JLcwtltWM
K id d Monts

I lenry F I lardy

Them Gault
ku k Miles '■
Amy k I, 4k' >rn
K' idnck tX ell.s
Donna H .irt.se! i
■large V* angbichlcr

Theodore Berland

•t i t a ,• e i s

lxiitor

Asst Fditor
Business Manager
News F.duor

1catures F.diti >f
N[ <>rt\ F.ditur
Advertising Manag
Chiel Typesetter
Ads imf

Publishod weekly during each sea,ester b\ the students
of Grand Valley State College, k ir k h o f ( enter

Allen

dale Michigan, 494-01 T elephone 895-7803

O pinions expressed in the L a n th o m are not necessanlv
those of G rand Valley S tate College

Data

K i e l dhouse , P r i n t

Base M g r . ,
Shop.

WORKSTl'DY JOB OPENINGS OFF CAM IT'S SUMMER
O t t a w a C o u n t v Comm. M e n t a l H e a l t h - P r o g r a m A s s i s t a n t s ,
in r e c r e a t i o n pro gram f o r d e v e l o p m e n t a l l v d i s a b l e d
a d u l t s . Job s i t e s : Hoi l a n d , A1 l e n d a l e , Gr an d H a v e n , ! . 5 0- 5 . 0 0
A l l e n d a l e P u b l i c Wo r ks D e p t - One A0 f i r s , o r 2 / 2 0 f i r s .
m a in te n a n c e workers/.summer , 9 . 2 0 / h r .
Gamp B l o d g e t t - f o r d i s a d v a n t a g e d k i d s 8 - 1 i on Lake Mi cl
c o u n s e l o r s , c o o k , n u r s e , t y p i s t , WS1 I n s t r u c t o r t . 5 0 /h r
C i t y o f G r a n d v q l l e - f u l l o r p a r t t i m e , g r o u n d s m a i n t on;

th e .! '
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Is the "majority" responsible for destroying shanty?
By Adrian W hite
Staff W riter
What is wrong with this world? (In
particular the U.S.) The majority
would say, "There's nothing wrong.”
The minorities would say, "It looks
like we'll be segregated and
discriminated by the majority as long
as we're on this earth."
We minorities today have come a
long way since the days of our fellow
civil rights leader, Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., who was active in racial
justice issues.
Before Dr. King departed, he gave
minorities potent momentum to capture
justice from the majority in a
non-violent fashion.

Shantytowns have been built on
college campuses in protest of
apartheid. This non-violent approach
actually provoked violence in which ill
mannered and prejudice members of the
majority are held accountable for the
atrocious events.
It has happened at Yale, Wesleyan,
Cal-Santa Barbara, and all though one
need not to be surprised, Grand Valley
State College has joined the club of
colleges with polarizing opinions on
apartheid protests.
A few weeks ago, some competent
students at GVSC built a shantytown
on campus in protest of apartheid. A
few days later, a group of incompetent
students destroyed the shantytown to
enhance the obnoxious concept of

apartheid
President ArendD. Lubbers has
asked the chief of campus security to
investigate the vandalism that took
place. Lubbers, a strong opposer to
apartheid, is disturbed by the actions of
the perpetrators.
Those who are a part of the
condemnation of the GVSC shantytown
has done nothing but plagued the
college with the notion of racial
segregation. It's a shame that this
school has protestors of apartheid after
President Lubbers offered Willie
Mandella a degree from GVSC to
project the concept of anti- apartheid.
The vandals betrayed the President who
represents us all. And now GVSC is
stuck with the reputation of supporting
apartheid.

N o te s f r o m A ® U m ie rg ro m m i:
By Henry E. Hardy
Assistant Editor
A crowd of demonstrators have
gathered at Haymarket Square in
Chicago to listen to revolutionary
speeches and to protest for better
conditions for workers. Although the
rhetoric is firy, the demonstration is
peaceful. As the Mayor of Chicago,
Carter Harrison, leaves the ralley, he
informs the police to take no
provocative action. Soon after he
/eaves, however, a group of more than
200 policemen, acting apparently
without orders from higher authority,
gather and confront the crowd,
demanding that it disperse immediately.
As the speakers are leaving tJie podium
to dremonstrate with the police,
someone throws a bomb into the police
lines. More than seventy are critically
injured or killed. The police open fire
on the fleeing crowd. When it is all
over, one policeman and hundreds of
demonstrators lie dead in the streets.
1986? 1968? No, this was one
hundred years ago this May. Like the
other infamous killing of demonstrators
by police on May 4, 1972 at Kent State
University, the Haymarket Square
Massacre, as it came to be known,
shocked the conscience of America and
helped to shape the future history of the
United States. An understanding of this
incident is critical in understanding the
impact, both positive and negative,
which was had by the radical movement
in the U.S. one hundred years ago.
At this time (c. 1886), anarchists in
the United States led a militant labor
movement in favor of the establishment
of an eight hour work day.
The International Working Peoples
Association (IWPA) had been founded
after the 1872 split in the Internationale
between Marx and Bakunin. The IWPA

was the "black," or anarchist,
anti-authoritarian wing of the
international socialist movement.
With the inspiration of many German
Socialists who had fled from Bismark's
brutal purge in 1873, the IWPA formed
local working peoples associations
throughout the United States. The
IWPA was one of the wellsprings of
the union movement in the U.S.
At this time, the right of the people
to organize armed militias was still
secured by the Second Amendment of
the US constitution. The anarchists
organized popular armed revolutionary
militias in Chicago, Detroit,
Cincinatti, St. Louis, Omaha, Newark,
New York, San Francisco, Denver, and
other cities.
During the period spanning
1884-1886, the eight hour movement
experienced growing support in liberal
circles
and
moderate
labor
organizations, and was subjected to
increasing repression by employers and
the state.
In 1884, the Federation of Organized
Trades and Labor Unions passed by a
nearly unanimous vote a resolution
mandating that eight hours would
constitute a legal day's work from May
1, 1886 onward. The Knights of Labor
added an eight hour plank to its
constitution in that same year.
In 1885, the Metalworkers Union
also formed a paramilitary ami, because
of the brutal suppression of a strike at
the McCormick Harvester plant.
On January 4, loot), the Supreme
court ruled that the Constitution of the
United States did not include the right
of the people to form armed militias
without the permission of the State
Perforce, the heretofor legal and publicradical workers militias were forced
underground. The stage was set for
violent confrontation.

On February 16, 1886, another strike
at the Chicago McCormick Harvesterr
plant was followed by a lockout, and
the hiring of "scab” nonunion
employees.
A nationwide general strike began on
May 1, 1886 to bring about the
universal adoption of the eight hour
work day. Hundreds of thousands of
workers joined in. There were scattered
incidents of violence throughout the
country.
On May 3, one striker was killed and
several wounded by police who fired on
strikers at the McCormick plant. The
anarchist August Spies, mistakenly
believing that 6 strikers had been killed,
composed and distributed 10,000 copies
of an inflamatory circular calling for a
mass meeting the next day. The notice,
entitled, "Revenge! Workingmen! To
Arms!,'' called for armed workers to
gather at Chicago's Haymarket Square.
At the mass meeting, a rally of
20,000 to 25,000 people was held to
protest the shootings, and to caff for the
implementation of the eight hour day
and the rest of the anarchist program.
The mayor of Chicago, Carter Harrison,
who attended the meeting, observed that
it was peaceful. He informed the chief
of police that no action against the
demonstration was necessary, and went
home.
Soon after the Mayor had left the
demonstration, a mob of over 200
policemen suddenly appeared on the
scene and ordered the meeting to
disperse. By this time 3/4 of the crowd
had already left.
Spies and others moved to comply
with the police order, descending from
the platform as the police line
approached. Suddenly, a bomb was
thrown into the middle of the
approaching group of police. More than
70 policemen were instantaneously

killed or wounded.
Police opened fire on the fleeing
crowd, killing two and wounding as
many as 200.
In the anti-anarchist hysteria which
followed, hundreds of anarchists were
harassed or tortured by vigilante mobs.
Newspaper editorials called for the
deportation, or even the summary
execution of all anarchists.
Spies and 4 other anarchists were
sentenced to death for murder despite the
lack of any evidence whatsoever
connecting the defendants to the
bomb-thrower, who's identity remains
unknown to this day. One of the
condemned men, Lingg, committed
"suicide" while in jail awaiting
execution. On November 11, 1887,
Spies and the three others were executed
by hanging.
The men remained true to their
beiiefs to the end.
"Long live anarchy!" was Spies' last
cry as the noose tightened around his
neck.
For those who are interested in
learning more about the anarchist
movement and the Haymarket Square
incident, I would like to recommend
three books: The History of the
Hiiymarksi Affair, by Henry David, the
Hijvrnarket Tragedy, by Paul Avrich,
and the first volume of Emma
Goldmans remarkable autobiography,
Living Mv Life. All are available from
the GVSC Library.
As a final note, I would like to thank
all of those who have faithfully read my
column this year, and who have
enlivened the campus and helped me to
clarify and re-evaluate some of my own
views by offering their comments and
criticism. Have a peaceful and loving
summer!

The "wheel of fortune" rings in yet another
By Rodd Monts
Editor
When Bob Budlong came in as editor
his opening column said basically, "I
have no experience, but I will try."
When I assumed the position I also
wrote a column, which stated some of
" my goals as editor, and also my feelings
on receiving the job.

I was called "egocentric" for
expressing joy, but that is fine, because
I can accept criticism.
I know I have done a good job, many
of my peers also feel I have, and thus,
above ail else is what matters most to
me. I am, and was then qualified for the
position.
Next year 1 will be a Resident

Assistant in one of the residence halls,
while also taking 17 credits, in order to
graduate next May. I am not planning
to continue as editor, but 1 am not
resigning, I am not beaten, I am not
being pressured.
The NAB appoints new editors every
academic year, because of my schedule
next Fall I chose to apply for ttre

position only because thfcrewas no one
else qualified.
The candidate selected has no prior
experience.
He does have some
admirable traits, and I wish him the best
of luck, because "it ain't easy!"
The editor preceding me was also
inexperienced, and unfu.wi.ut-lj the
See wheel pg 6
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Letters
To the Editor:

To (he Editor:

I'm not one for writing letters, but I
feel I must respond to Henry Hardy's
article "Reagan the Baby Killer"
CLanthorn, April 23, 1986). By no
means am I in favor of what Reagan did,
so that is not the problem. The
problem, Henry, is your pompous
attitude, that your opinions are right and
you know everything. I am really very
happy that President Reagan is such a
close personal friend that you know he
is lying about the bombing of. Libya,
and in fact, you know "the real reason
Uncle Ronnie is lying." I am also glad
to know "the fact is that our President is
a disgusting mass murderer.” It's
amazing how enlightening you can be!
The fact is Henry, you have a terrible
time discerning fact and opinion. The
two are NOT synonymous! Maybe I'm
outdated, but I believe--not how I
express an opinion-that one is innocent
until proven guilty. Perhaps, for once,
you should consider the president's side
of this. Reagan warned the Libyans that
the U.S. would take action if the
terrorist acts continued. (Granted, he did
not have to go far as to bomb Libya).
As you should know, empty threats
carry no weight. Did you ever have a
teacher who constantly threatened the
students to "be good or else?" I did; we
never found out what "or else" meant,
we didn't respect her either. Think
about it.
Michelle Egeler

I'm proud to go to Grand Valley and
I'm proud to be a part of Grand Valley's
Greek life. If you take a look at our
campus you just might wonder if we
have a Greek life. We have no houses
with our letters emblazed on their
fronts. We have no fraternity or
sorority row. All we have is a group of
hard working people who want to make
Greek life at Grand Valley the best it
can be. And, we had the rock. The one
piece of Grand Valley, Greeks could call
their own and now it is gone.
I don't believe everyone understood
our attachment to the rock, or the rock
would not be missing. The rock
represents Greek life at Grand Valley
State. It shows our pride, our rivalry
and most important, our unity.
Everyone needs something to call their
very own and the rock was ours.
Please, whoever buried it, show
some pride and consideration and give us
back our little piece of Grand Valley.
Elizabeth Paczesny

To the Editor:
This is not a letter to the Lanthorn,
it is a letter to some of the inconsiderate
students that attend this college.
Last Saturday, April 19th, my car - a
brand new Reliant LE - was parked near
the entrance of Kisder for approximately
15 minutes. During the short time I
was in the building, my car was egged

(from a window of the dorm, I assume.)
Now, what I would like to know is,
was my car bugging you CHILDREN
so much that you had to egg it. Don't
you people realize that a car like that
costs over $10,500, and your stupid egg
costing around six cents ruined the
paint?
I mean, when my friends and I left,
we went straight to a carwash, but the
damage was already done!! The paint
was off.
I don’t know where you guys were
brought up, but you need to learn a
little respect for other people's property.
You guys came to college to be on your
own - to show your parents that you are
capable of handling yourselves properly.
I have news for you guys - you're not
capable so why don't you go back home
and GROW UP!!
Anonymous
To The Editor:
(
You're right, Sunday meals are
boring. I don't think you and your
friends chose a very good way to "spruce
up the evening." Your friends were
NOT using a scale of 5 to 10. Where
do
D O U B L E -Z E R O S
and
SNOW-COWS fit between 5 and 10?
And at which number did you begin
barking? How can you expect those
people not to take it personally? Or to
"ignore this meaningless event?" (as
you so perfectly put it).
As a matter of fact, I don't have
much confidence, and I'm far from
perfection. I missed your point though.

What does my personal esteem have to
do with what you and your friends did?
My lack of confidence is hardly a reason
to withhold my name. If it matters to
you, my name is Toni DeBenedetto.
I’m glad you can admit that it wasn't
the nicest thing to do. Many people
wouldn't even have done that much.
And as far as my rating you all... If you
can dish it out, be well prepared to take
it.
Toni DeBenedetto
To the Editor:
Henry, I must congratulate your
opinion of April 23 as having expressed
some things which should be considered
by American people. However, you're
still caught up ih some type, of "chip
See letters pg 6

Lanthorn
As Grand Valley's official student run
newspaper, The Lanthorn welcomes
letters and comments. We ask that
every letter contain the name and
telephone number of the author. The
author's name may be withheld, by
request, from publication in certain

L etter

cases. The Lanthorn reserves the right
to edit due to legal or ethical
considerations, or because of space
limitations. Publication occurs every.
Wednesday, with the deadline being the '
preceeding Friday at 5:00 pm in the
offices o f The Laiithom, downstairs in
the Kirkhof Center.

Policy

Grand Valley Apartments

Has the solution:

Come live in IBramd New Solar Envelope Buildings
Now that we have grown to be the largest
apartment complex, to promote greater campus
spirit, we are kicking off our new Resident
Activities Program with
ary

Grand Valley Apartments has ten mystery
apartments within our complex with valuable and
useful prizes hidden in each. The Grand Prize,
hidden in one apartment, is a new 10 speed bike.
DONT DELAY, RENTTODAY1
ALL RESIDENTS FOR 1986-87 ARE ELIGIBLE.

Come talk to Dave and learn the a;
Envelope apartment living.
Don't delay, they're going fast!!!
Summer Rates '(May 19 -August 19)
1 bedroom $525.00 entire summer
2 bedroom $750.00 total ($250.00 per month)

Apartments still available for summer and fall.

C L ru iid V i i i L y A p t : ; .
Office hours: 2:00-4:00 p.m. weekly

895-6351
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12,500 JOBS . . . in all Michigan Countie*!!
The Michigan Youth Corps is now accepting applications for summer
jobs Earn up to $1,000 over a six-to ei/jht-week period at $3.35/hour.
Must be:
* 18 through 21
* unemployed
* A Michigan resident.

Applications available at your placement office, Michigan Employment
Security Commission (MESC) offices. Call the Youth Corps toll-free at
1-800-652-7124 for more info.

if You D on’t Know

DIAMONDS
Know Your Jew eler
For special prices on diamonds, watches
&jewelry, visit your nearest

Downtown, Rogers Plaza,
North Kent, and W oodland

! 4 FINE STORES TO BETTER
S
HELP YOU!
■

3

■51 Monroe Mall N.W.
S 1533 Wealthy S.E.

3150 Plainfield
2883 Wilson, Grandville

i:S C ORE WORD PROCESSING
DAIA SER\ ICE ........ -..............
I erm papers, reporls. resumes, cover
letters and general corresponda.ni e
■Proofreading and revisionsCall Sathv 457-0059 Close to
. ampus Recorder please leave

message

Economic boom doesn't mean more jobs for grads
(CPS) -- Despite tic boom in the
slock market and the general economy,
students are finding this spring's job
market only marginally better than last
year's, placement officials around the
country report.
There are, moreover, odd things
happening, they add.
Oil companies are hiring fewer
petroleum engineering majors, but
raising their starting salaries
significantly.
And while business majors are
getting more job offers than last year,
their starting salary offers are down one
half of one percent, the College
Placement Council (CPC) says.
"It's not really clear why this is
happening," says CPC spokeswoman
Judith Kayser.
The much-anticipated business rush
to hire liberal arts majors, moreover,
hasn't materialized so tar during the
spring hiring season.
"There is a lot more talk than action"
in hiring libeial aris majors, says John
Shinglelon. placement director at
Michigan State and am In >r of an annual
survey ol business lining plans lot new
gr aduales
M u l l i g a n State, the ( T C and
Notthwestern I ' m v e r i t y
winch
sponsor the three major forecasts ot
corporate recruiting on campus each
year -- predicted that the total number ot
job oilers to spring grads would rise a
modest I -I to two percent above Iasi
vear.
The job make! Iasi year was a vast
improvement compared to DS3 and
1984, when, according to the ITS
Dept, of Labor, as many as halt the
students were still unemployed six
months after graduation.
Though 1985 grads' prospects were
much better than their immediate
predecessors', campus placement
directors generally thought corporate
hiring demand tor students was, as
Shinglelon put it, still suit."
"What I have seen substantiates the
forecast" ol demand this spung.
observes Victor R Li ndqui st ol
increase in the number ol job otleis,
and still thinks he’s right.
They (the statistics) have been a vers
accurate portrayal ol the teciuitmg trend
this year."Shingleton savs.
No one. ot course, anticipated the
collapse in oil puces that began m

i Flying Horseshoe Ridinq Ranch

During the last month, starting s.il.uy
oltcrs to petroleum engineers j u m out
of college were (> 9 percent higher than
tliev were a sear ago. she Holes.
"There iv a (six month) time lag
between movement in the economy and
employment." Kayser maintains.
"The reports down the toad will 4mw
a real drop in the number ol ol l ci C
li mn oil companies, she says.
On tlie blighter side, viiiu.illy all
other kinds of majors are doing heller in
the job market this spring.
"Overall recruiting (lor all fields)
remains sl ui ng," Van Pelt asserts,
adding "our recruiting looms are still
lull all the time."

Teaching jobs seem to be especially
plentiful, Shinglelon says.
At the State University ot New Yoik
at Buffalo, where the number ol
corporate job mtemews has increased
since last year, placement counseloi
Mary Ann Stegmeier notes social
service organizations seem to be
making more job otters this spring
Compu t e r science majors ate
receiving 4.8 percent higher solary
oilers than last year, Kayser reports,
though Shingleton has found computer
job oilers on the manufacturing end
have "gone down considerably."
He agrees with Kayser that general
employment prospects for computer
See H oorn pg )2
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New year 1 will assume the role ot
Nisistant I.clitor. and will give my best
e ll o i t in making this a quality
pubic jti. in
It memors serves me right ll've only
\ yearst. I am die only black
I ditor this paper has ever had, even on
uo interim N , i - I m.i* j | „ , he (lie ( i n
been here

r ------- --------- --------- ------

December, the month all three surveys
were published.
The dive obviously hurl oil
companies, which have hired the most
petroleum engineering majors. Three
years ago, the engineers were the
hottest commodities on campus,
averaging six job offers apiece and
getting starting salaries over $30,000 a
year.
The impact at some schools has been
immediate.
At Texas A&M, one of the biggest
producers of petroleum engineers,
placement director Louis Van Pelt says
companies are interviewing fewer
engineering majors than they did last
year
The oil companies, however, are
showing "a reasonable amount of
interest
in accountants
and
management," Van Pelt adds.
But
nationw ide,
petroleum
engineering majors may not have tell
the shock of oil company cutbacks yet.
Kavser says.

N jvKj >.mxLini jv wc*lI

Li this institution I Ice I that it i,
accomplishment in itself, however we
still have not
overcome
hv am
means
I teel I have accomplished some
things in my shod sunt’ here I did die
things I wanted to do. and I tned to
make them all positive
it I did nothing else, I van saw j !
least, that I got nd ol that a.Mj
mas!.he ad'

! 7 9 5 -7 1 1 9

Coupon good for half off price
* trail rides with or without guide
* 2 and 3 hour rides
* sunset rides
* sunrise rides
* hayrides
*■
Good Monday thru Friday, expires 5/29/86
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on ihe shoulder radicalism" that turns
off many readers You turn off many
people by the unnecessary revoluuonary
tone in your speech Jerry Rubin.
Abbie Hoffman, Angela Davis and
Elderage Cleaver all had some verv
good ideas but turned many off by the
way they expressed themselves
You are obviously very informed on
che tnauers, Henry I've heard mans

compliment your knowledge on issues
Your biggest trouble is you turn people
away by your aggressiveness Some ol
your statements lose reliability and
substance because of che way you make
chem Being a good journalist is not
dependant upon all che accusatory
sensationalism Ln your articles.
Paul Schuiti
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Laying the Big Stick
on little

ECten

countries

Goodman
"It's o fil' too high right now, but with jumping on it.
ipiiing it. throwing it and frodting it in tho
house, i n level offin a lew doys."

BOSTON-How quickly the war
jitters subside. The Dow Jones goes
up. The dog needs to be taken to the
vet. There is laundry to be done. We
swallow a couple of Maalox tablets and
hope that the worst of it will be a
thousand cancel trips abroad.
But my own jitters have a much
longer life span. I am not able to see the
bombing of Tripoli as a one-night
stand, a clean "surgical strike" against
terrorism.
The New York Post headline keeps
running through my head: "Take That,
Qaddafi!" So do the street interviews
with Americans who applaud "taking
out” the "mad dog." I keep hearing the
President-"If necesary we shall do it
again"-and reading the polls that show
Americans overwhelmingly favor this
action even if it will increase terrorism,
even if it will increase the risks of war.
There is more to all this than rage at
Qaddafi, the terrorist it is safest to hate.
There is also in our reaction a lust for
action, for hitting back, a palpable
pleasure in shaking off the usual
restraints, a sense of physical release in
landing a good hard punch to the solar
plexis, even if this punch kills another

PopLfcRodd Monts

As the grass turns its brightest green,
trees reach full bloom, girls begin to
wear shorts and spring calls for the
beginning of summer; it all signifies an
end to another semester.
It has been a g<x>d one, well as good
as any of the rest of them I suppose.
For the freshman it has meant learning
exactly what survival means. Allendale
Allendale Women's
Christian Temperance
Union Asks . . •

pi 1Y~! Know
Marijuana cigarettes
have 12 times the "tar
and can generate 10 to
20 times as much
carbon monoxide as
tobacco cigarettes. Deli
cate lung tissue receives
greater exposure to
these harmful chemicals
because marijuana
s mokers inhale more
deeply and hold smoke
in their lungs longer.
The above is from
USA Today
tumaiinri bv Vamci i lUrdw f

baby. And if our allies desert us, well,
there is even something pleasurable
about that, something American about
hitching up our own pants and going it
alone. Nobody can tell us what to do.
I read that message and not just now,
when it runs under the bombing of
Tripoli, for which there was at least
provocation and pretext. It is there,
more dangerously, underlying the way
this government has dealt with Soviet
proposals for arms control and with
Central America.
The bombs of April may have dulled
the echo of the "Mighty Oak," the
whimsical name for the recent nuclear
test. But this was the bomb that blew
up the best chance we had in years for
arms control.
The Soviet Union opened a window
to us, declaring a moratorium on
nucliear testing. They held it open for
seven months and we slammed it shut.
We decided to go it alone--choosing
"Star Wars," the science-fiction notion
of an impenetrable space shield, over
mutual test ban.
Now, imagining that we have the
Soviets "on the run," the administration

13^
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is considering breaking the terms of the
last arms-control agreement, SALT II.
How much more exciting it is to be free
at last of restraints, to go for it-victory
in the arms race-rather than negotiating
an end to it ~
What of Nicaragua, to which we
export terror? On the silver anniversary
of the Bay of Pigs, the White House
wants to strut American stuff again, the
stuff of power.
It is as if the
slow-boiling desire to act has finally
bubbled up against the lid of
self-restraint, even reason.
I know it is risky to link these three
danger zones into one text, even
loosely. There is much more popular
support for our attack on Libya than
there is for nculear testing or for contra
funding. The debate about Tripoli is
between people who are elated that we
finally did something and people who
are elated that we finally did something
and people who wonder what good this
something did. It is a .debate about
inaction and wrong action. Most
Americans feel at least an edge of
ambivalence.
But underneath these separate actions

Goodbyes

are

a New Beginning

i® g g t§

may not be a dangerous jungle, but it is
far worse; a boring mass of cornfields.
It is time to pack-up, throw away,
and maybe even cherish the
collectables, and assorted garbage we
have managed to gather over the course
of die school year.
Has it been a good year tor you? 1
am sure it has had its share of ups and
downs for us all.
Joy and
disappointment are sure to be!all all
college students.
How do you measure success or
failure'.’ It is not how many A’s, B s or
F's you accumulate, but the effort you
put forth. It is the personal growth
each of us has experienced. It is not
how much beer was consumed, but how
much fun was had partying. And last,
but by no means least, it is the
numerous friendships we developed
along the way.
The big mouths have gotten bigger,
unless someone has shut it for them.
The shy and quiet have come out of
their shells, well some of them at least.
For the Seniors it means getting the
hell out of here, finally. It means
graduating into reality ; the professional
world. Remember the speech you got
when you graduated from high school.
"Well now you're entering the real
world," it was all a joke, a prelude to
the speech you get if you are fortunate
enough to finish college.
It it time to really be mature and

really be responsible. Good luck! I
know of a few Seniors who are gonna
need it.
I am glad I don't have to prepare
myself for graduation until next year,
and since 1 can afford to take liberties I
would like to bid a fond farewell to a
lot of people and places around here.
To all the stingy people at the
bookstore who refuse to buy bjek halt
my books, and if 1 am lucky enough to
be so graced, pay me about 10 percent
of the actual value for the rest; 1 would
like you to know 1 quit buying books
for half my classes because of you.
To all the professors who correct my
papers with handwriting that is never
legible, thank you for trying to help me
be a better writer. It I could read what
you write down maybe 1 would be
writing for the GR Press by now.
Maybe you should have been learning
to write back in primary school when
you learned to read.
To the fink who gives out parking
tickets, keep a low profile buddy,
believe it or not there are a lot of
people out there who hate your guts.
But, I guess it doesn't matter because
I'm not paying them anyway.
To all the people at SAGA, school is
out and all you so-called cooks have to
eat your own cooking. Murphy s Law
Everything you do comes back to you
I'm sure vou are gonna hate the
diarrhea

in the world runs one fixed idea about
America's role and rights in the world:
the President's picture of a weak
post-Vietnam America. It is an image
of an America reluctant to fight. An
America restrained by world opinion,
immobilized by the fear of another
escalating war, cautious of its allies and
enemies. A helpless giant, paralyzed,
afraid of its own nuclear shadow.
The White House has purposely
countered this "paralysis" with a
swagger.
Like some President
Feelgoods, they issue approval for
hostile feelings, offer the quickie
catharsis, live in the now and worry
about the consequences later. I'm okay,
you’re okay, and it’s okay to carry a big
stick...expecially against a small
country.
I am sure the Prsident and his men
see in this muscular policy the return of
the mythical man, the American striding
alone to High Noon in every trouble
spot. But I keep seeing Slim Pickens,
in’ "Dr. Strangelove," gleefully riding
the bomb to Doomsday. From the halls
of Managua to the shores of Tripoli, it’s
worth a lingering case of the jitters.

To the jerks who buried the greek
rock, you should have jumped into the
hole with it, you are probably rock
heads anyway.
To the geek who scratched my car
with a key, I can get it fixed for free,
and it didn't cost me anything to call
your mother names I can't even spell
either (I wish you could've been there,
boy do I wish you could've been there).
To all the people at the Physical
Plant, you have done a good job this
year, but then again you should as
much as you get paid. Good luck in
upcoming contract negotiations.
To Joe Morford. your the greatest, I
say come back, huh1
To all the people who read my
column; thanks (my mom told me to
write this) for your support.
To all my friends who are graduating
I offer this poem, by a fellow GV
student. Dawn Nickerson:
A New Beginning
Not too long ago we made a start.
Now the time has come for us to part.
We acted like children
and were treated as such.
But through the years we've learned so
much.
The fnends we met, the time we spent;
1often wonder where it all went
Sometimes in life we rush so fast,
we missed the best things in our past.
Inside and out we've become mature,
what the future holds is not for sure.
But we must get going and start anew,
and strive for succes in whatever we
do.
Some of the people walking off the
stage,
you'll see again later in age
Others who were always in sight,
you'll see for the last time graduation
See Beginning pg 12
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Living------------------------- —----------”---Sexual harrasment seminar dealves deep into subject
By Amy Klufkurn
Features Editor
Sexual harassment in the workplace
was the topic of a seminar and open
forum discussion held Wednesday, April
23, in Lake Huron Hall.
The forum, sponsored by Grand
Valley's student chapter of A.S.P.A.
(American Society for Personnel
Administration) consisted of four guest
speakers: Bill Fallon, labor lawyer
specializing in employment litigation;
Ginger Randall, a Grand Valley student
services assistant; Frankie Preston,
personnel director of VVestinghouse
Furniture Division and Tom Appel
from the Michigan Department of Civil
Rights.
Fallon, a member of Miller-Johnson,
a business oriented law firm, claimed in
his speech that there is a certain amount
of in-office contact which is healthy,
appropriate and legal. That conduct has
to be distinguished from what type of
behavior is unappropriate.
Fallon outlined four categories of
- -xual harassment: 1. Sexual assault-

the most severe, includes rape and
abuse. 2. Pressure to engage in sexual
activity as terms of employment. 3.
Physical contact of a sexual nature. 4.
Comments, innuendos and jokes of a
sexual nature.
According to Fallon, category four
accounts for 60 percent of sexual
harassment cases brought against
employees/supervisors, while category
three makes up 22 percent, two - 13
percent and one - five percent.
A litigant has a good case if the
harassment interferes with an
individuals employment. Fallon says a
great many of harassment victims are
forced out of their jobs. Fallon pointed
out that if an employee is fired for
harassment, but it can't be proved, the
employee may be held libel.
Appel, who holds a Masters Degree
in Public Administration from
Michigan State, outlined the procedure
one must go through to file a sexual
harassment complaint with the Civil
Liberties Union. The complaint must
be filed with the Union within 180 days
after the incident took place.

Investigations are then held to
determine whether or not sufficient
evidence is president to pursue hearings.
If enough evidence is present, the
Union becomes advocate for the
claimant during the hearings and/or
settlement. Appel says there are, on
average, 12 complaints filed each
month in Grand Rapids. Appel also
added that many complaints are filed by
co-workers who have dated each other.
It is Appels view that dating
co-workers is unethical.
The Grand Rapids City Sexual
Harassment Policy has recently received
nation-wide attention as seen on the
"Today Show" April 22. The policy is
innovative in that hard lines are being
drawn as to what is and is not proper
office behavior. In this policy, joke
telling, crude language, leers and
whistles can be judged as sexual
harassment. Appel hopes "the country
and various private sectors will adopt
the policy.”
Randall, who also woiks with

international and handicapped students
and is pursuing her MBA in education
here at Grand Valley, has similar views
to those of Appel. "For a lot of
students - being a student is their job"
and as a student they have certain
rights. If a student wishes to file a
grievance against another student,
faculty or staff member, they may go to
the Dean of Students, Affirmative
Action or straight to the Civil Liberties
Union. Randall also adds that the
burden of proof is on the filer and that
non-academic relationships between
students and faculty aren’t ethical.
After the 90 minute, presentation
speakers answered queestions from the
small audience.
Lynley Appel, president of Grand
Valley's A.S.P.A. Chapter was
disappointed at the small turnout but
feels the audience made up for it by the
quality of questions asked.
Appel is currently recruiting
A.S.P.A. members for the 1986-87
academic year. Members must be at
least sophomore status though not
necessarily business majors.

Delta Sigma Pi finally receives charter for GV chapter
By Laura Marshall
Staff Writer

LOOKING FOR
PART TIM E W ORK?

April 19, 1986 marked an important
event in the history of Delta Sigma Pi,
a 79-year-old professional, co
educational, business fraternity. Not
only were 29 men and women initiated
into this organization but the entire
group was installed as Lambda Xi,
Grand Valley's chapter of Deltaxig.
For two years this chapter has been in
the process of forming. The founding
brothers have seen their share of tragic
losses and proud victories, realizing
now that all this has turned them from
mere aquaintances into true brothers
Lambda Xi will continue growing
stronger and larger as it remains open to
all students of the Seidman School of
Business, desiring to enhance their
professional education as well as
making lasting friends and joining into
our brotherhood.

Seek it at

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
$8.()0 PER HOUR.
Available Shifts are;
4am to 9am
and
10pm to 3am

CONSIDER THE
ADVANTAGES...
*Good pay
*Convinient hours
*No week ends
C O N TA CT
STU D EN T E M PL O Y M E N T
SIEDM AN HOUSE

Well make you feel beautiful all over
Special $45 per package of 10 with coupon
regular $6 per visit
Call 895-7151 - Hairloft, near the Goalpost

erry Street
Plasma Center

ARDEN

645 Cherry S.E
454 8251
Hours for donations
M - Th 7 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
T & F o a.m.-3:30 p.m.
CiOSed Wednesdays

gHELP OTHERS & RECEIVE A
1 $10 BONUS WITH YOUR
I f ir s t PLASMA d o n a t i o n , !
I
PLUS THIS COUPON
$7 for first visit during the week
S 12 fur second visit dunng the week ^
Earn extra income weekly by donating plasma

EDUCATION A i
CEN TER LTD.
r t s r p *w w u t i o n s p e c ia l is t s s m c ? 1030

Cali Days Eves& Weekends

Summer G R classes
available Call for infor
mation - (517)732-2539
1111 Michigan Ave
Suite 902 F. L.ansing,
Ml 4582’

..ucs 1*o<u*C

?HOTO»MART/AUDIOVISUAL. INC.
OOO W. Fulton • Grand Rapids, HI 49504 • Phone (616)456-7891
3 block? easi-oLJohn Ball Park
Your Complete Camera Store
"Arden's is celebrating 5 years of success
at their Fulton location, and 32 years of business
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Living--------Studio Jazz Orchestra
concludes spring tour
By Amy Klofkorn
Features Editor

SAVE *50

and more

\rr( 'ar\ ed Siladium" college rings jre now more affordable than ever.
( dioose from an incredible xarietx of vtx lev
See vour Art( iarved representarixe now
and saxc S.SOon a great Siladium college ring,
lexers \rt( iarxed ring is backed b\ j Lull Lifetime Warrants.

Karges gives "hypnotic" performance once again

m ?1RVED
\

May 5, 6 & 7
3BC

By Karen Sneller
Staff W riter

CLA SS RINGS

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
10

a.ITl. tO

The Grand Valley State Studio Jazz
Orchestra concluded its spring tour with
a final concert Tuesday, April 22, in
Louis Armstrong Theatre.
Before the studio group appeared,
Music 106 students warmed up the
small audience with tunes such as
"Moe’s Art" and "Free as the Breeze".
The Orchestra had just returned from a
two-day, six-city tour of Western
Michigan, including Allegan, Fennville,
Portage and Saugatuck.
Conductor Dan Kovats led the 19
member group, which though tired after
their trip, certainly played to the best of
their ability. It was their eighth
performance in two days. The orchestra
performed many of the same tunes
which they included in their Night Club
Series appearance last March. Their
sound has greatly improved.
The performance Tuesday, was the

last for some, as for Thom Gault, a
graduating senior who plays on trumpet.
The orchestra kicked off the program
of 12 songs, with the Sammy Nestico
tune "Fun Time", featuring Stephen
Durst on piano.
"Sunrise Lady"
provided a Latin flavor, featuring Durst
again on piano, and a marvelous
performance on drums by Keith Dudek.
Vocalist Angie Swartz, performed a
version of Cole Porter's "You'd Be So
Nice to Come Home to".
A rendition of "Hop, Skip and a
Jump”, featured Don Andersen on
trombone and Mike Randall on alto
saxophone.
Any students with previous musical
experience, who would like to audition
for the Jazz Orchestra or other music
ensembles such as Concert Band, Wind
Ensemble, Festival Chorale or Brass
Quintet, are invited to obtain more
information or set up audition dates by
calling the Music Department at
895-3484.

tanchor centBr,
3 p .m .

Haln Deck
Bookstore

D«po»-i R«Qu*/*o

I****

NOW OPEN:
Center for
Family Care

Before a captive audience, mentalist
Craig Karges gave a grand finale
performance of psychic powers in the
last Thursday night event, Nite Club
Series.
Karges astonished all in attendance
with his mindreading and clairvoyance,
as he described objects that he could not
see and clearly expressed the thoughts of
many a stunned person.
He uses his mental powers to bend
spoons, move blocks and levitate
tables, only a few examples of the
amazing feats that Karges uses to leave
his spectators feeling dumbfounded.

As young as age 12, Karges had
begun to dazzle those around him with
his magic. He turned to the magic of
the mind after studying under his uncle,
whom Karges discovered had been a
vaudeville mindreader.
Claiming to be simply an entertainer,
Karges has merged together the
mysteries of magic and ESP, to create
an unbelievably extaordinary show.
Karges claims no true extrasensory
powers. He simply encourages people
to search their own minds.
Karges left his wide-eyed audience
with this thought, "Your mind is the
most fascinating computer with you,
now, learn to use it.”

Students display varioi artworks
Nurse Practitioners Providing Quality Health Care

Convenient Services Including:
• Prenatal health care
• Treatment of gynecological problems
• Annual exams
• Premarital exams
• Self-health education
Open Monday and Thursday evenings, 5-9 Call for an appointment.
Sponsored by Blodgett Memonal Medical Center

Address: 6853 Lake Michigan Dr., Allendale
Phone 895-5468
f
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once more to Calder
By Laura Marshall
Staff Writer
Lithographs, sculptures, oil pastels
and acrylics are some ot the many
mediums used by four Grand Valley
artists, displaying their work in the
Gallery of Calder Fine Arts until May
1
Some of the first exhibits, one sees as
they walk into the Gallery are those of
Debra VanDeusen. She has a varied
collection of sculpture, pottery and
paintings Each work represents the
theme of fish. When asked why this
was, VanDeusen explained that the idea
symbolized fellowship Her advice to
all art students is to "work very hard,
know people, and don t let go
Becky Smith uses an array of prisma,
pastels, acrylics and oil paints in her
illustrations. Her exhibit includes a
four-picture series narrating the tale,
"How the Elephant Got His Nose," an
advertisement for a tur shop, and several
other portraits. After graduation she

wants to pursue a job in graphics or
advertising
To the lett of the entrance to the
Gallery are a number of prints by Joe
Znpytowski He prefers prints over
paintings because one lithograph can
make "lots of images " He also likes
black and white compared to color
This is because color, in printmaking,
looks too applied. Black and white is
more spontaneous," he explained
Zapytowski's favorite work is a
self-portrait.
Lona Rizgallah is the fourth artist
whose work is on display. She uses oil
pastels and chalk to produce very
colorful, large, bold shapes. The theme
of death prevails throughout her
paintings - die shadows represent "diose
who have died," she said.
These young talents will be
graduating this May, pursuing either
careers or graduate school Anyone
finding some extra time in their
schedules this week should go and see
the exhibits.
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Schuler passes Blue team to victory

Mentzer wins 1500 meter run
in fourth place in the 5000 meter run.
Other notable performances came from
Jenny Butchart in the 100 meter dash
and Cindy Payne in die 800 meter dash.
The men didn't fare as well as the
women did, as they placed in two events
in the 21st Annual Hillsdale Relays.
The men were stacked up against quality
opponents such as Eastern Michigan,
Michigan State and the University of
Michigan. The bright spots were the
Lakers relay teams. The team of Chris
Karas, Scott France, Dave Woday and
Bob Osbourne finished third in the
4x1600 relay. Ferris State was the
winner and Hillsdale took second. The
quartet of Joe Haskill, Bob Verbrugge,
Rudy Goodwin and Scott Stone finished
in second place to Michigan in the
Sprint Medley.

By Rodrick "NVells
Sports Editor
Saturday afternoon Grand Valley s
women track team participated in the
Domino's Pizza Classic held at Hillsdale
College. Jean Mentzer turned in a great
performance in the 1500 meter run
posting a tune of 4:43.9. Mentzer came
in second place in the 800 meter dash as
Chrissy Papenhagen of Hillsdale edged
her out by 3 seconds.
Mary Peterlin recordeed a time of
16.4 to capture third place in the 100
meter hurdles. Cindy Hatt came in
second place in the 100 meter dash with
a time of 13.2. A time of 62.9 placed
Karen Campbell in third place in the
400 meter dash. Mane Bobrowski came

By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor
Guy Schuler led an overpowering
Blue team over the White team 22-2 1.
The Blue team consisting of mostly
starters racked up 442 yards in total
offense. Guy Schuler accounted for
261 yards in total offense.
The Blue team opened the scoring
with an 11 play, 61 drive, ending
with a 27 yard pass from Guy Schuler
to Tom Kazen. Kazen had a great game
latching on to 6 passes from 71 yards.
The Blue team's offense was in perfect
tune; they passed down the field, then
Schuler ran the ball in from 11 yards to
give the Blue team a 14-0 advantage.
Freshman, quarterback Shamos
O'Keefe of the White team was not to
be denied. The heralded freshman led his
team down field and scored on a gutsy,
5-yard run. Gordon Gasche showed
some nifty moves to score from 7 yards

pass to Frank Miotke to close the score,
21-15. Shamus O'Keefe scored from 4
yards out with 1:01 remaining to give
the Blue team a 22-21 edge.
The Lakers depth has improved in
skilled positions. The problem may
come in the trenches. The trenches are
where games are won or lost. The
Lakers hard-hitting was impressive, as
was the enthusiasm. One thing for
sure, the Lakers will light up the
scoreboard this coming season,
out to give the Blue team a 21-7
advantage at halftime. The teams
flip-flopped scores; the Blue squad took
the White’s 7 points and the White took
the Blue's 21.
The third quarter was scoreless, but
freshman Norman Moss electrified the
crowd with a 40-yard reverse. The
White squad couldn't score from the
5-yard line in 4 tries. The Blue team
played fantastic defense all day.
Guy Schuler connected on a 39-yard

GV quarter back Guv Schuler dumps one off under pressure during
Saturday's Spring Ga"U’ Photo by Denny.

( oi l ) HMu r r o u n d s lliirtl h a s t in p r tli miiuuv action
of (lit i n t r a m u r a l softball
to u n i t s . I lit D r u id s won
Hit title In a s to r e of II)-,S. I’liolo l>> I odd Saylor
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Family Health Care
at its Best

s i -\M ALI- MEDICAL ( 1 VI 1 K
JV50 la k e Michigan Dr . N V,

BEER, LIQUOR, WINE,
KEG BEER,LOTTERY
TICKETS,POST OFFICE

( / r a n d kapids. St! 4 4 5 0 4

Dr. S ortnan Weher, I).().
Dr. f.arle Reynolds, D.O.
Dr. Kiiv Hulson, D.O.
A d v e r u s e

in

The Lanthorn!
C a ll 8 9 5 - 7 8 0 3

Allergic*

Laboratory
X-rays
( ibstcm cs

Minor Surgery
Pediatrics
Physical Therapy
t.yncculog

Physician or. call at id tunes, ^aij 4 5 3-2429

■ 7 m inutes east of campus

Mon Fn
9 3C 5 00
Mon. evenings 6 00-9 00
Sat

o Q

9:30-12:00

HOURS:
M — TH 7am -11 pm
FRI &■ SA T 7 a m - 12 Midnight
SUN 9 a m -9 pm
IN STAN DALE 4 5 3 - 1007
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Baseball continues Kto
struggle
1
By David Anthony
Staff W riter

Crew Club concludes season

staked Grand Valley to a 7-4 lead in the
third inning of the second game, but
FSC came right back to score four
times in the fourth.
The Lakers traveled to Detroit on
Sunday to play Wayne State. GVSC
held a 4-1 lead in the opener before the
Tartars scored five runs in the sixth to
win 6-4. In the nightcap, Greg VanDyke
and Mike McTaggert collected three hits
each, as the Lakers blasted WSU by a
score of 13-4. Barbera capped off a fine
week by driving in four runs, and
McTaggert drove in three. Mark Weldy
picked up t!»e win to raise his record to
4-2.
Grand Valley will travel to the
University of Detroit on Wednesday for
a double-header with the Titans, and to
Northwood Institute on Saturday for a
pair with die Northmen before returning
home Sunday to host Hillsdale College.

Grand Valley's baseball woes
continued this past week as the Lakers
won only two games out of seven.
Mark Dewey picked up his third win of
the season as GVSC defeated Aquinas
College on Tuesday, 6-5. Scott
Ferguson tripled home Mike Hammerle
and Tom Regan, and later scored on an
error as the Lakers built a 6-1 lead in the
third inning.
Michigan State took both games of a
doubleheader from GVSC on Thursday
by scores of 10-4 and 8-2. The Spartans
pounded out 29 hits off six Laker
pitchers.
On Saturday, the Lakers hosted Ferris
State College in a .Great Lakes
Conference double-header.The Bulldodgs
swept GVSC by scores of 7-4 and 8-7.
John Barbera's grand slam home run

By Kristi M attson &
Brenda Hubley
Guest W riters

race that earned them a spot in the
consolation round. Despite equipment
difficulties they finished a strong sixth
to teams- such as Notre Dame,
University of Michigan and Purdue
University.
Grand Valley's final event was the
Men’s Lightweight-8. They were
hindered before the race even started by
a foot-wide hole in die bow made when
a supporting sling broke. A quick
patch job allowed the men to race.
They rowed a tough race and placed
third to earn bronze medals.
With the season just finished, the
team members are already looking
forward to next fall. Any person
interested in rowing should look for the
club at Student Organization Day in the
fall.

The Grand Valley Crew Club finished
off its spring season with several great
performances at the Midwest Rowing
Championship in Madison, Wisconsin.
The regatta brought together teams
from many states including Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana, Kansas, Colorado,
Illinois and Wisconsin.
Saturday's races started off with the
Women's-4. They missed the finals by
two places, but pulled off a fine
performance in the consolation race.
The race was neck and neck down the
course. The womdn took almost thirty
seconds off their time and finished
second, two seconds behind Cincinatti.
The Women's-8 rowed a good first

Johnson paces Lakers
-Greenbay by the score of 6-1. Annette
Ulasich went 3 for 3 and Kim Bradeen
went 2 for 3. Heidi Parent was the
winnning pitcher for the Lakers. The
Lakers only loss of the week came to
Saginaw Valley State by a score of 3-2.
Kathy Chartier had two hits in a
losing cause. The Lakers swept two

By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor
GLIAC SOFTBALL STANDINGS

Grand Valley
Wayne State
Saginaw Valley
Lake Superior
Hillsdale
Ferris State
Northwood

GLIAC

OVERALL

5-0
5-1

19-9
25-12
14-11

3-3
3-3
1-3

Trish Johnson continued her solid
pitching as she pitched a two hit
shutout against the University- of
Detroit. The Laker's Kjm Bradeen and
Annette Ulasich, had clutch RBI’s to
lead the hitting attack as they went on
to 3-0 victory over the Titans.
The Lakers defeated Wisconsin

7-8

4-11
7-11
4-13

1-4
1-5

games from Lake Superior State
Monday. This puts the Lakers in the
drivers seat as they need a split of their
remaining games to take the title.

The Grand V alley Chapter of the Honor Society of

Phi Kappa Phi
extend congratulations to the initiates of 1986
inducted into the society
JUNIOR SR NIOR INITIATES

Mary E. Bauer
Julie R. Blodgett
Mary E. Brubaker
Carol W. Burton
Martha J. Calhoun
Karrie L. Champion
Barbara R. Darnell
Marinus DeBruine
Lori M. Deemter
Gerald L. Elvey
Melissa A. Finstrom
Sandra A . Frem
Jennifer A. Goddard

Pamela Myers
Joan M. O'Donnell
Mary A. Peterman
Lisa K. Petrowski
Allen R. Price
Bonnie J Sage

Lisa M. Gokey
Ann M. Gorney
Kevin R. Griffith
Tamara S. Grinold
Judith A. Hardy
Sharon M. Hill
Beverly B. Hoard
Darleen Houle
Connie J. Knap
Mark D Kotwick
Honald L. Lucas
William H. Moore
lone I. Meyers

Michael D. Shearer
Leendert VanderHam
Wendy K. Walker
Charyl J. Wallace
Judith C. Way
Mary E. Zdrojewski

rv

David Bernstein
Barry Castro
Dennis Devlin

Virginia Muraski
Nathalie Ostroot
Wilhelm Seeger
Wayne Snyder

'■'i .i,.-,i.v\ b u rn 1- -!Oufc llu.V >hi-.r.S

Founded in 1897, ihe Honor Society of Phi Kappa Fhi has as it>
primary objective the recognition and encouragement of superior
scholarship in ALL academic disciplines. I he society believes tha*
by recognizing and honoring those persons of good character,
who have excelled in scholarship, others w ill be stimulated to
similar goals of excellence.

i&i

Sarah Blandford
Gail Carlson
Ann DeJong
Lisa Dyer
Russell Feti

Richard Jewel
Kim Kelynack
Mark Vangessel
Theresa Woltaoski

,
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Classifieds
"CAMPUS REP NEEDED." Earn big
commissions and free trips by selling
Fort Lauderdale, Nassau Paradise, Island
Carribean Cruise, and skiing to
Vermont and Colorado. • For more
information
call
toll
free
1-800-231-0113.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT with
Paragon Products, Inc. $3,250 min VI3
week summer plus Ft. Lauderdale trip
at end of summer. Excellent experience
for business m ajors.
Coop
opportunities available on some
campuses. For further information,
phone Mr. Allen, 517-339-9500.

—

Personals

^6«6*sa

Beginning
Karie,
You've been good friend and a fun
roommate. I'm going to miss you after
you graduate (congratulations!).
Love,
Dawn

Beginning con't from pg 7
night.
Graduation is a special, and just before
I'm done
Remember: All good things must
come to an end;
But the best are yet to come!

RLZ,
If we can be the best of lovers, Yet be
the best of friends.
If we can try with every day to make it
better, as it grows.
With any luck, then I suppose, the
music never ends.
JKW

Boom
Boom con't from pg 6
programmers and software engineers
remain good.
Kayser expects the relatively good
economic trend to continue.
"The (economic) expansion will
endure through 1986 and at least into
early 1987," she speculates.

Sn .

NAME:
VHONIt
NUMBER OF ISSUES
MESSAGE:

A c fine 30 words are fine. E ta y word after 30, win coat tire cents, th e Landman
realm s the right to reject a Personal fer legal or ethical consideration]. Personals
are dot ike Friday before every km*, in the Lamhorn offices, Lower Level of die
Kbkhof Center. Phone Number ia <95-7903.

Happy 1st Anniversary to those Omega
men who became Omega men May 5,
1986 - Dangerous Dew, Omega-Star,
and Honeyrock - Omega.

Congratulations and Good Luck to
Graduates Beth Chase and Bill
Macauley from Proctors Com. 415
Coffee Club.

LaBody,
Although I have trouble accepting the
logic, I'll try to forget what used to be
magic. Good Luck on the path to
finding your treasure, but PLEASE
don't forget, I'll love you forever.
Ween

■Aftfeimitam G radlirate

Two female roommates wanted to
share four bedroom apartment on Rich
Street starting" May 9th until August
30. Rent $125.00 plus utilities per
month. Call Jenny or Carmen at
895-6116.

Beamers,
To the best roommates a person could
have. You guys really helped me
through my crisis. 1 love ya!
Paulette

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEW MEMBERS OF

ZETA DELTA CIII!!!
(We finally made it!)

m,

ooo

If you have graduated, or will graduate, between
©(eftq&Hxgir U9 112)8§
S®iptam[b(sir 3®*
with a:
* bachelor's degree
* advanced degree

COLLEGE GRABUA'

M

m

* state RN license

MERCURY]

The program offers you:

LINCOLN
1. A $400.99 allowance toward the purchase or lease of
selected new 1986 Mercury cars. You may apply this $400.00
allowance toward your down payment, if necessary, or receive
reimbursement directly from Ford Motor Company after the
purchase or lease.

Eligible Vehicles
Under the Program:
1586 Car Models

2. A special finance plan through Ford Motor Credit Company
on purchases only.
Limited Time Offer: begins April 1, 1986 and expires August
31,1986.

Lynx
Topaz
Capri
Cougar

To receive the Ford College Graduate Purchase Program
details, please contact a salesperson at Pfeiffer Lincoln
Mercury
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